Introduction

The Job Card Manual (JCM) is a powerful tool to help prepare maintenance work for the Fokker 50, Fokker 60, Fokker 70 and Fokker 100 aircraft. This online application enables operators to have all the necessary capabilities and materials, such as skills, tools and parts, ready at the start of the maintenance event. Whether it is the number of inspection hours needed or which type of screwdriver is required, the JCM provides an overview of all the work scheduled.

The JCM is easy to use, straightforward and clear for everyone in the organization. The Job Card Manual is part of MyFokkerFleet.com, Fokker Services' award winning, customer focused, extranet website.

“The Job Card Manual is an excellent tool that helps the scheduled maintenance of our aircraft and carrying out the appropriate maintenance procedures.”
Ruth Elena Quintero Gamboa
Technical Documentation, AirPanama

Your needs

The preparation of maintenance work on your aircraft is difficult and time consuming work. It requires a lot of experience and the smallest mishap could lead to delays in your planning. To prevent any problems, Fokker provides the Job Card Manual. This tool combines the Aircraft Maintenance manual (AMM) with the Maintenance Planning Document (MPD) or the Fokker Customized Maintenance Program (CMP) and gives you all the Job Instruction Cards needed for any check that you would like to do. Long gone are the days that you have to go over all maintenance work manually to see what is applicable. With the Job Card Manual you can simply indicate which check you would like to perform and the tool will give you everything you need to know.

Your benefits

The Job Card Manual can help prepare efficiently for upcoming maintenance events with the click of a button. It has significant benefits in reducing time and costs in preparing maintenance work and helps prevent delays due to lack of parts or tools. Together with the Maintenance Material Forecast tool on MyFokkerFleet.com you can even base your inventory decisions on your current stock and the chance of likeliness that certain parts need to be replaced during the maintenance event.

Some of the benefits of the Job Card Manual:
- Available online 24/7 and fully customized to your needs
- Specific for your aircraft configuration and its maintenance needs
- Easily choose which check you want to perform based on various criteria
- Combine tasks into a complete work package with a simple mouse click
- Prepare your personnel, tools, equipment, parts, materials and consumables up front
- Simply print out all information your engineers need to complete the work package
Customer Originated Job Instruction Cards

The Job Card Manual is not only customizable in its looks and functions; you can even integrate your own job cards. Do you want to add new tasks that need to be performed during a check? Just create them online and they will automatically popup during the next event. Tag your needed materials, tools and personnel in the task and they will be shown in the summary of the event. The Customer Originated Job Instruction Cards give you the freedom to fully customize your Job Card Manual.

Product description

Job Card Manual
The Job Card Manual consists of all the maintenance Job Instruction Cards based on the Fokker AMM and Fokker MPD/CMP. The JCM is fully integrated within MyFokkerFleet.com. It can be used with the Maintenance Material Forecast System online and is linked with other MyFokkerFleet.com databases such as the Illustrated Parts Catalogue.

Work Package
Create your own aircraft maintenance package based on various criteria’s. Combine different Job Instruction Cards to one package that can be downloaded, printed and used on the work floor instantly.

Summaries
The Job Card Manual will automatically make summaries for your work package that contains overviews of the whole maintenance check. It will summarize everything you need to perform the check such as; Materials, Expendable parts, Consumable Materials, Special/Standard tools and equipment, personnel skills and man-hours.

Customer Originated Job Instruction Cards - COJIC
Create Customer Originated Job Instruction Cards for your own specific maintenance needs. Upload the task in the system and use it with the other functionalities of the Job Card Manual just as the other Job Instruction Cards.

Layout
Choose what information you want on your Job Cards. Would you like to have a barcode on it then simply check this box in the layout options page. Customize your Job Card Manual so that it is clear and easy to use for everybody.